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Nucleation Dynamics of Phase-Change Memory Materials:
Atomic Motion and Property Evolution
Nian-Ke Chen, Yu-Ting Liu, Xue-Peng Wang, and Xian-Bin Li*
The most frequently used material in
PCM devices is Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) alloy,
which is regarded as the prototypical
PCM material.[20,21] Except for the newly
invented interface PCM based on the
[GeTe]m–[Sb2Te3]n–
superlattice,[19,22–24]
the crystalline phase utilized in conventional PCM devices is the metastable
rock-salt phase whereas the most stable
phase of GST is trigonal.[25] Recently, an
intermedium vacancy-ordered phase is also
discovered.[26–29] The mechanism of the
recrystallization of GST has been widely
investigated by both experiments and
theoretical simulations. Especially, ﬁrstprinciples calculations and ab initio
molecular dynamic (AIMD) simulations can
provide insights into atomic-scale dynamics
and thus have been frequently used.
It is revealed that most Ge and Sb atoms
in amorphous GST form defective octahedrons or pyramids except one-third Ge
atoms with tetrahedral conﬁgurations.[30–32]
Atomic and electronic structures analyses
suggest that both crystalline and amorphous phases are p-bonding dominant with octahedral conﬁgurations and fourfold rings.[33,34] The similarity of the two phases
obviously would facilitate reversible phase changes. AIMD
simulations reveal the early stage of nucleation, where fourfold
rings are ﬁrst formed and then connected to form ordered planar
structures and ﬁnally turn into cubes.[35] The formation of planar
structures is proposed to lower the interfacial energy between
crystalline and amorphous clusters. GST is a nucleationdominated material, but crystal growth becomes more important
in nanoscale devices.[36,37] The AIMD simulations of the growth
process suggest that the growth speed at the temperature of about
700 K is the fastest.[38–41] The simulated speed of growth is at the
order of m · s 1 which is consistent with experiments.[37,42] As the
simulations are performed with ﬁnite-size cells, percolation plays
important roles in growth.[38] Up to now, the longest time of
simulation reached 8.2 nanoseconds (ns) with 460 atoms in the
cell.[39] Generally, these simulations indicate that the nucleation
in GST is stochastic. Surprisingly, if a crystalline seed had
previously existed in the simulation, then the recrystallization
may be facilitated.[38] As for the distribution of vacancies during
recrystallization, some reports found it is randomly distributed
while some reports suggest that it is accumulated at the
interfaces.[35,38,41,43,44] AIMD simulations also suggest that the
recrystallization of GST can be optimized by the modulation of
stimuli pulse and external pressure.[12,45–47] In brief, the

Reversible phase transitions between crystalline and amorphous phases of
phase-change memory (PCM) materials are the physical basis of PCM.
Applications of PCM in multilevel memory, in-memory computing, and neuromorphic computing require a precise control of material’s structure/property to
achieve signals beyond binary (0/1), where recrystallization is the key process
because it is smooth compared with violent amorphization. By molecular
dynamic simulations and electronic structure analyses based on density functional theory, nucleation dynamics during recrystallization are investigated from
the point of view of atomic motions and property evolutions. Atomic motions are
examined individually rather than statistically. According to the results, an atomic
picture of the growth of the nucleus is described in detail, where the competition
between the potential seeds of nucleus plays a critical role. The electron
polarization during recrystallization is mapped to the linearly aligned atom
chains. Further analyses of the Born effective charge conﬁrm the delocalization of
the electrons in the atom chains. Also, a large p-orbital-axial Born effective charge
is observed in long-range atom chains, which suggests a kind of resonance
enhancement of electronic delocalization. These dynamics of nucleation in
recrystallization provide references for the ﬁne control of PCM performances.

Phase-change memory (PCM) continuously attracts attention
due to its success in high-density storage class memory and
new applications, such as in-memory computing and neuromorphic computing.[1–8] The basic principle of this technology is the
reversible phase change between crystalline and amorphous
phases accompanied with electronic or optical signal switching.[9]
The stimuli to trigger the phase change can be electrical pulse,
optical pulse, and external pressure.[9–16] The applications of
PCM in commercialized high-density electronic memory and
new-type neuromorphic computing demand ﬁner controllability
of the phase change.[8,17–19] In particular, recrystallization (SET
operation) is not only the rate-limiting process of memory but
also the key process to realize in-memory and neuromorphic
computing.
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mechanism of recrystallization has been a long-term problem.
Despite the numerous simulations and detailed analyses of
recrystallization or nucleation, the dynamic picture at the atomic
scale is still valuable to be studied from different points of view to
clarify previous mechanisms or inspire new ideas to better control
PCM devices.
In this Letter, we study the atomic motions and property
evolutions of PCM material GST during the nucleation process
by ﬁrst-principles calculations and AIMD. The atomic motions
are investigated at the scale of individual atoms by examining
all the atoms one by one. Three types of behaviors of these atoms
are classiﬁed and used to interpret the nucleation dynamics.
The atomic motions suggest that the competition between
the potential seeds of nucleus plays important roles in the
nucleation of recrystallization. The evolutions of the properties
are mapped to the evolution of atomic motifs, namely, the
linearly aligned atom chains (LAACs). The relationship between
the atomic motif and electronic property can be explained by
Born effective charge (BEC). These pictures provide
more detailed dynamics of nucleation at the atomic scale
which may be used to control the PCM property with a ﬁner
precision.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the energy, fourfold rings,
normal bonds, and wrong bonds during the MD simulation of
recrystallization from a melt-quenched amorphous phase. As
the model used in this work contains 194 atoms, recrystallization
in such a ﬁnite-size cell is dominated by nucleation rather than
the growth process. Therefore, the expression of “nucleation” is
used instead in the following sections. The ﬁnite-size effects may

inﬂuence the speed of growth, the degree of crystallization, and
the formation of multiple nuclei.[48] However, the reported
dynamics of the nucleation process in different models are very
similar and thus the study of nucleation dynamics in this work is
still reliable.[33,38–41,43] The energy and wrong bonds decrease
and the fourfold rings and normal bonds increase during
nucleation. According to these characterizations, the nucleation
begins at about 40 ps and is nearly completed at about
180 ps. The point of time for nucleation is different from
previous ones because the nucleation is stochastic.[33,35,38,39]
The distribution of the vacancies or voids is partially accumulated
in our simulation (see Figure S1, Supporting Information).
As the evolutions of the structural characteristics, such as the
energy, the bonds, the bond angles, the pair correlation functions, and the rings, are consistent with previous reports,[35,39,40]
we do not repeat their discussions any more.
Previous studies of structural evolution mainly focus on the
statistical analyses of a large number of atoms where behaviors
of an individual atom are omitted by the average effect. Here, we
track the motions of individual atoms in the simulation cell one
by one to see what happens to an atom during the nucleation
process. Considering that an atom nearly stops moving when
it forms a stable nucleus, we take its position at the ﬁnal time
(300 ps) as a reference point. Then, we trace back its position
to the initial time by calculating the distance between the
reference position and the position at time t, which is called
the trace-back-distance here. Figure 2 shows several representative examples of the results. It suggests that the motions of atoms
can be classiﬁed into three types during nucleation.

Figure 1. a-d) Time evolution of energy (a), number of fourfold rings (b), normal bonds (c), and wrong bonds (d) of Ge2Sb2Te5 during the MD of
nucleation in recrystallization.
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Figure 2. Representative examples of trace-back-distance analyses during nucleation. The blue dashed line indicates the abrupt movement from one
metastable position to another.

For the ﬁrst type (see Figure 2a–c), atoms stay in their initial
positions because nucleation takes place from them. In fact, they
are part of the fourfold rings in the amorphous phase that is
formed during the melt-quenching process. Previous reports also
identiﬁed fourfold rings and cubes as the facilitators of fast nucleation.[33,35] Therefore, the stable motifs, such as the fourfold rings
and cubes, can be regarded as the potential seeds for nucleation.
In fact, there are many randomly distributed fourfold rings in the
amorphous phase. But most of them could move, for example,
rotate, dissipate, and reconstruct, to ﬁnally form an ordered
nucleus. Therefore, only one speciﬁc seed can be identiﬁed from
the pictures in this calculation. As such, the proportion of atoms
in this pre-existing seed is only about 3%.
For the second type (see Figure 2d–f ), atoms move gradually
to their destinations (i.e., the nucleus). These atoms indicate the
growth of the nucleus where atoms migrate from amorphous
regions to the nucleus. The smooth motions may correspond
to the atomic diffusion in the supercooled liquid or the rotation
of fourfold rings. We can call them analog behavior. Most of the
atoms (about 73%) move in such a way.
For the third type (see Figure 2g–i), it is unexpected that atoms
move abruptly rather than gradually from relatively stable
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positions to the nucleus. The front platform of the trace-backdistance means that the atoms are trapped in relatively stable
positions. We checked the motions of these atoms by hand
and found that most of them moved from a ring (or cube) to
another ring (or cube). As mentioned earlier, these relatively stable motifs can act as potential seeds for nucleation. As such, the
third-type motions suggest a competition between the potential
seeds. As is known, GST is nucleation dominated. The orientations of different potential seeds (octahedrons, rings, or cubes)
often conﬂict with each other. Then, the competition should be
inevitable. One seed decomposes and then reconstructs into
another new seed and thus leads to the growth of the nucleus.
Compared with the second-type motion, the third one may need
a larger activation energy to overcome the trapping effect. The
proportion of the third-type atoms is about 24%, suggesting they
should also play signiﬁcant roles.
Generally, once an atom participates in forming a stable
nucleus, it is equivalent to be trapped in an energy-minimum
position and would temporarily stop diffusion. Similarly, during
the MD simulation of nucleation, when some atoms stop diffusion, they can approximately be regarded as part of the nucleus.
Figure 3 shows that the atoms reach their stable positions.
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Figure 3. a–k) Snapshots of the nucleus in MD. Green, purple, and orange balls represent Ge, Sb, and Te atoms, respectively. l) The number of atoms in
nucleus.

Obviously, these atoms can indeed indicate the nucleation
process. Figure 3l shows the number of atoms that participated
in the nucleation. The growth of the nucleus mainly takes place
from 60 to 210 ps. Then the nucleus still continuously grows.
According to Figure 1, the number of normal bonds and wrong
bonds does not change after 180 ps. A possible explanation is that
the nucleation process after 180 ps is dominated by the rotation
of some motifs. In addition, there is another small nucleus in the
cell (see the dashed circles in Figure 3). Finally, the two nuclei
conﬂict with each other and thus hinder complete nucleation.
As it is very hard for such a big nucleus to rotate, the smaller
nucleus may also dissipate and reconstruct into the bigger
one, which of course will take a very long time. The conﬂict
of nuclei with different orientations has been observed previously in a simulation using 460 atoms, where the growth of a
nuclei was blocked for 1 ns.[38]
The property of PCM materials gradually changes with
nucleation, which enables the applications in multilevel memory,
in-memory computing, and neuromorphic computing. In these
applications, the multilevel signal is controlled by the volume of
recrystallized phases. However, the properties of PCM materials
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also change with variations of local conﬁgurations, which may
inﬂuence the controllability and reliability of PCM devices.
Therefore, the relationship between local structures and electronic/
optical properties during nucleation has always been a concern.
Here, we study the evolution of electronic polarization.
Figure 4a shows the calculated relative reﬂectivity of the structures selected from the MD trajectory. The structures are relaxed
to their locally equilibrium positions before calculating the property. Then the values at 800 nm are adopted to draw the time
evolution behavior, as shown in Figure 4b. When comparing
the time evolutions of the reﬂectivity and the energy, we ﬁnd
the mismatch between them. The energy obviously decreases
before 90 ps, implying the change of local atomic structures.
But the reﬂectivity nearly remains unchanged. It may be understood as the incubation process for nucleation. For this process,
the changes of structure and property may mismatch. Although
reﬂectivity is unchanged, the decreased energy clearly indicates
the reordering of local structures, such as the breaking (forming)
of wrong (normal) bonds. For example, it has been reported that
by applying a very low incubation voltage before the SET operation, the crystallization speed can be reduced to 500 ps.[47]
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Figure 4. a) The change of the relative reﬂectivity of GST during the nucleation. b) Time evolution of the change of the relative reﬂectivity at 800 nm
(black squares) and energy (blue triangles).

In previous studies, we have shown the strong electronic
polarization of the LAACs in amorphous GST.[49] The LAAC
is formed by linearly connected atoms, where the bonding
p-orbitals are aligned along the axial direction. Even in the amorphous phase of GST, there exist a lot of short LAACs. Electronic
structure analyses suggest that electron polarization in these
LAACs is relatively strong. Therefore, we analyze the time
evolution and the distribution of LAACs during nucleation
(see Figure 5a). The large amount of three-atom chains in the
amorphous phase is contributed by the octahedral or defective
octahedral motifs. Then, longer LAACs gradually increase with
nucleation. The odd-number LAACs are predominant because
vacancies often are formed near Te atoms. The number of
three-atom chains is always considerable due to the presence
of distortions and vacancies. The linearly aligned p-orbitals
have been demonstrated to enhance optical matrix elements.[50]
If suppose the bonding in the LAACs is the origin of strong electron polarization, the number of linearly aligned bonds in LAACs
can approximately represent reﬂectivity. Figure 5b shows the
reﬂectivity with the number of aligned bonds during nucleation.
The time evolutions of them are consistent.
The BEC can evaluate electronic polarization along a speciﬁc
direction at the atomic scale, whereas reﬂectivity is an average
quantity. In the crystalline GST, an atom participates in three
different LAACs along three orthogonal directions. To fairly
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Figure 5. a) The number of LAACs during nucleation. The 2D plot can be
found in Figure S2, Supporting Information. b) Time evolutions of the
reﬂectivity (black squares) and the number of aligned bonds (green dots)
during nucleation. The number of the aligned bonds is calculated from the
LAACs. For example, an n-atom chain contains (n 1)-aligned bonds.

evaluate the relationship between BEC and linearly aligned
p-orbitals, the BEC in the LAAC should be the component that
is projected to the axial direction of the chain (called the
p-orbital-axial BEC here). Figure 6a shows the p-orbital-axial
BEC of LAACs in crystalline phases and the average BEC of
the atoms in the amorphous phase. Due to the existence of vacancies, there are also many short LAACs, i.e., the three-atom chains
and ﬁve-atom chains. Although these LAACs are short, the
p-orbital-axial BEC of them is still larger than the average BEC in
the amorphous phase. For the long LAACs (percolated in the periodic supercell), the p-orbital-axial BEC is obviously further
enhanced, suggesting that the strong electron polarization is also
related to the length of LAACs. Therefore, the less the vacancies,
the higher the electron polarization in crystalline GST, which is
consistent with experiments.[51] Figure 6b shows the time evolutions of reﬂectivity and BEC during nucleation. The agreement
of reﬂectivity and BEC during nucleation is consistent with the previous theory.[52] Therefore, LAACs may govern the optical property.
Several mechanisms have been previously proposed to explain
the optical property of PCM materials, such as the resonant
bonding,[53] metavalent bonding,[54] hyperbonding,[55] and
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Figure 6. a) The average BEC of the atoms in amorphous (Amor.) and
crystalline (c-) phases. For the amorphous phase, the average of the trace
of BEC tensor is adopted. The crystalline phase is the rock-salt model
before MD simulations. One atom would participate in three different
LAACs along different directions. To evaluate the relationship between
BEC and aligned p-orbitals, the BEC in the crystalline phase is projected
to the axial direction of LAACs, namely the p-orbital-axial BEC (see main
text). c-3AC, c-5AC, and c-LAC present three-atom chains, ﬁve-atom
chains, and long-atom chains in the crystalline phase. We note that the
seven-atom chains in our periodic model is percolated and thus represent
inﬁnitely long atom chains (c-LAC). The 2D plot is found in Figure S3,
Supporting Information. b) Time evolutions of the relative reﬂectivity
(black squares) and the root of the mean square of BEC (red stars) during
nucleation.

three-center–four-electron bonding.[56] In contrast, some reports
regard bonding as a competing ionic and covalent bonding,[57]
whereas some reports believe that the optical property can be
explained by the Penn gap rule.[58] Recently, Jones explained
the property of GST by the orbital property of valence electrons
and a near-free electron model without invoking different bonding mechanisms.[59] Compared with the atoms not forming
LAACs, the relatively larger p-orbital-axial BEC in short LAACs
suggests that electrons are delocalized in the short aligned
p-orbitals. The resonant bonding is proposed based on the
half-ﬁlled p-orbitals, where the electrons can move between adjacent bonds. The metavalent bonding is proposed from the point
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of view of electrons transferred and shared between atoms,[60]
where the metavalent bonding seems to be the intermediate
between the metallic and covalent or ionic bonding. The multicenter three-center–four-electron hyperbonding is formed by the
lone-pair electrons and antibonding orbitals. Both the metavalent
(or resonant) bonding and hyperbonding suggest the delocalization of bonding electrons and thus this may be used to explain
this phenomenon. In particular, compared with the p-orbitalaxial BEC in the short LAACs, the p-orbital-axial BEC in the long
(percolated) LAACs is dramatically enhanced by nearly 100%, see
Figure 6a. Such an ampliﬁcation behavior indeed suggests a
feature of “resonance enhancement” of electronic delocalization,
at least in the long LAACs.
As mentioned earlier, both the fast crystallization and the
subsequently large optical property change originate from
p-bonding. If doped/alloyed with elements that disturb
p-bonding, such as C, Si, and Cu, the amorphous phase of
PCM materials becomes more stable.[61–64] In contrast, if doped
with elements whose bonding is similar with p-bonding, such as
Ti and Sc, the speed of crystallization is further enhanced due to
the formation of the robust seeds of nucleus (i.e., the octahedral
motifs).[18,65–67]
In conclusion, ﬁrst-principles calculations and AIMD are used
to investigate the atomic motion and property evolution during
nucleation in the recrystallization of GST. The motions of individual atoms are classiﬁed into three types and mapped to the
dynamics of nucleation: the diffusion-less seeds for nucleation,
the gradual movement for the growth of the nucleus, and the
abrupt movement for competition between metastable motifs.
Compared with second-type motions, third-type motions should
overcome larger energy barriers and thus should be a key factor
of fast nucleation. Analyses and comparisons of LAACs, the relative reﬂectivity, and the BEC demonstrate that the increase in
LAACs is responsible for the increase in reﬂectivity during
nucleation. The result also is evidence that the linearly aligned
p-orbitals enable the delocalization of electrons. Especially, the
large p-orbital-axial BEC in long-range LAACs suggests a kind
of resonance enhancement of electronic delocalization. These
results provide further detailed dynamics, including atomic
movements and the evolution of basic motifs and electronic
properties, during the nucleation of PCM GST.

Experimental Section
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP).[68,69] Projector-augmentedwave (PAW) pseudopotentials and generalized-gradient-approximation
(GGA) exchange-correlation functional developed by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) were adopted.[70,71] The cut-off energy for plane-wave
expansion was 240 eV. The Monkhorst–Pack grid of k-points of 1  1  1
and 2  2  2 were used for molecular dynamics and property calculations, respectively. More details on simulations and analyses are found
in Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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